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Justified Violence?

One bankrupt reaction to the Olympic vi llage tragedy

•~s

typified by a

minor TV commentator in San Francisco. He s id that he deplored the
violent action of the Arab terrorists, but that such actions would
continue as l ong as legitimate Palestinian national ist aspirations
were unmet.
That's a classic form of apologetics • . It is no intellectual feat to
decide that Palestinian nationalists will continue to be frustrated,
as long as t hey continue to be frustrated - and t hat some of them
will act desperately.

But frustrations don 't legitimize all desperate

acts - and there's no reason why the desperate ac

can't be dealt

wit h in themselves.
One fallacy in such apologetics lies in the "lets-take-Jack- the-Ripperto-lunch" approach. After all 1 Jack

~s

undoubtedly a victim of emotional

frustrations not of his own making. How can we hold him accountable?
Tied to that is the "cop-out" fallacy: "Let's noJG-de-anything-aboutanything-until-we-do-something-about-everything." HovT can we deal with
Jack theRipper until we develop a society which does not impose such
crippling tensions on people? We have to work tow.rds such a society,
but in the meantime we have to deal with Jack the Ripper as accountable
for his actions . If we abandon the principle of accountability, we will
have no society to improve. We have to deal seriously with the QUestion
of Palestinian nationalism, but in the meantime we can and should deal
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separately with the murderers of innocent people.
But there's a deeper question, a knotty mors.l question: How do we
draw the line between justified and unjustified violence'? There are
two basic and different considerations: 1) The justice of' the cause in
which violence is used, and 2) the manner in which violence is used in

!El cause - that is, whether it is used reluctantly or not; with t he
minimal amount of violence necessary, or not.
There is the standard image of' the man being violently attacked by
an intruder in his home. Most of us believe that he is justified
in defending himself' with violence. But with how much violence? If'

the intruder starts to run away, is the defender justified in shooting
to kill? In this country, a man can be prosecuted for using excessive
and unnecessary violence against such an intruder.
Of course, most eases are more complieate9, especially on a political
level. But the same considerations apply, as screened through the
individual conscience and judgement. The key to measuring the morality
of' violence is to make sure that no cause is sacrosanct, even the defense
of one r s home. And it r s not easy.

Many

of us cannot think of a more sacred

cause than the defense of the people of Israel. But it is still proper to
raise ·questions about the so-called "retaliatory" bombing raids carried
out by Israel in the name of that defense. Are those raids a necessary
deterrent, or are they just retaliatory? An t hey necessary for the
defense of KK Jews, or are they an emotional gesture of frustration?
Recent military history indicates that generalized bombing, while it
vents spleen and emotionally satisfied some groups at home, does
disproportionately little military damage and only stiffens the morale
of t he

en~.

Israel has a record probably unparalleled in his·t.ory

-3for restraint from violence as a milltary victor - and newspaper stories
suggested that last -week's raids in lebanon and Syria were pinpointed against
guerrilla training camps. But it is appropriate to raise these questions each
time, and to answer them with such direct assessment rather than with general
apologetics about "the cause".
Similar questions are appropriate about Vietnam. Whether we served the cause
of world security and democracy by going there in the first place is one
consideration. An independent consideration is the manner in which we used
force in that cause, even if it ws a good one.

Eugene McCarthy once said

that the American involvement in Vietnam became immoral when it became apparent
that w couldn't win. Our military violence after that, according to him, became
unnecessary, irrelevant and disproportionate to our cause, and at that point
became immoral. Right or wrong about his evaluations, he showed some understanding
or the nature of' morality.
So, we can strip the cause of Palestinian nationalism awy from the acts of

those terrorists a t Olympic Village. Even if their cause were just - and
that requires independent examination - their violence ws wanton, useless,
unJustifiable extinction of innocent human lives. Apologetics which slur axax over
their a ccountability, and the accountability of' those who harbor them, in t he
name of their cause, can only serve to weaken the moral distinctions which must
be the basis of a civilized society.

